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At the November meeting, we welcomed Bob Barthel back from his world travels. He resumed his current office of
Sec/ Treas. You may see the official minutes on page 7.
We welcomed a new member, Paull Schumann, who found the club from a flyer posted at Colpar Hobbies, which is
now a branch of Hobbytown. Paull is an old time c/l guy who is trying to introduce his grandson Ethan to the joys of flying. They appeared at Mapleton following Jerry’s directions, and got a look at Dale Johnson’s Flitestreak performing.
Jerry suggested they aget an LA 25 and a Flitestreak kit and get the boy started. Also at Mapleton on Sunday were Larry
and Leroy, and Tom. There was some discussion about making and distributing flyers around town. No volunteers.
Bob B brought up the idea of having committees to decide the details of contests thus sparing the membership of having to work these things out in general sessions which can be cumbersome and non-productive at times. This harks back
to 1988 when the suggestion was made for the first time by Bob Brown. Some things never change, and there are still no
committees.
Larry volunteered to be the Contest Director for next year. Thanks Larry. He reminded the members that the show at
the Wings Over the Rockies will be held again this year at Lowry on February 15th. Something to get planes ready to
display. There will be flying indoors as well for .10’s. Also that we needed to firm up the list of events to be included in
next year’s RMA Annual Contest for publication by February 15th.
Leroy raised the possibility of having more semi-official contests during the year, probably at Lynn’s. There seemed to
be general agreement from everyone. Leroy and Livaudais agreed to put a schedule together. Lynn agreed to continue the
flying meets at Boss Field on the 3rd Saturday of the month. The next meet will be on November 16th, and hopefully we
can have some organized events then. Can anyone judge a stunt contest? Will anyone be available to be timers for racing?
Dave Rolley reported on doings at Dallas regarding the introduction of other ball-bearing engines besides the Fox .15
in the Goodyear racing.. They are experimenting with the Magnum XLS .15A using a 1/4” venturi and 4mm spraybar
through the venturi to control speed, but no speed limits per se. Bill Bishoff is going to build a Polecat designed especially for the Magnum, and one of their members is planning on making laser kits of the Polecat for those interested.
There was general discussion of the pros and cons of speed limited events versus use of specific engines and venturis.
Greg could possibly make the venturis for those wanting to try out the Magnum. After more discussion, we agreed to
postpone the adoption of our new racing rules until either Dallas finalized their rules and we used their format, or we go
ahead without them. Should shut-offs be included in the rules? Should exterior controls be mandated? Chris suggested we
just adopt our own rules, and let others know what they are.
The annual selection of officers for the next calendar year was held next. Tom Chambers agreed to retain the office of
President, Bob Barthel will continue as Secretary/Treasurer, and yours truly was elected Vice President to replace Jerry
Chambers.
The next meeting will be the Christmas Party at Leddens on December 1st. Look for further information and a map coming soon.
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SHOW AND TELL

Rich Jones presented a drawing for a profile BProto Speed plane powered by an LA25. This Class was
developed and is currently in use by the Northwest Control-Line Aviation organization in Oregon. ( http://
flyinglines.org/ ) See the rules on the following page. Rich is encouraging other members to make a plane for this
event, and has lent me an LA .25. Better get building.
The plan below is the sweet full bodied original version of the profile plan shown abow. Either plan is available for
those interested. Give Rich a call at RichJones@elpasoco.com.
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The following pages are currently on our website and were originally included in the June 1998 issue of
The Probable Cause. Provided by Bob Barthel.
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MINUTES OF THE NOVEMBER MEETING

Rocky Mountain Aeromodelers Meeting Minutes
Meeting date:
11/2/13
Call to Order:
7:15
Officers’ Reports
President
The president had no report
Treasurer
The Treasurer reported the current balance in the club treasury and the current balance of the King Soopers Gift
Card reloads.
Other
There were no other reports
Committee Reports
There were no committee reports
Old Business
Labor Day Contest
Larry Fuehrer offered to be the Contest Director
New Business
Bill Ledden invites us to his home again this year for a Christmas get together and club meeting December 7 at 7:00
p.m.
Paul Schumann came to visit. Wants to introduce his grandson to the joys of model airplane flying
Leroy Fuehrer wants to organize a monthly competition of some form. Not a “contest” just planned flying of specific events. A different one will be scheduled each month.
Leroy Fuehrer will reserve the Fire House for our January 4 meeting.
Larry Fuehrer will be talking to Gander Mountain Sporting Goods about using their meeting room. The expectation
is it is free to use.
Officer Elections
President – Tom Chambers volunteered
Vice President – Tony Livaudais volunteered
Secretary-Treasurer – Bob Barthel volunteered
These individuals were elected by a unanimous approval by the club members
Announcements/Schedules
November 16 – Fly-in at Lynn Boss’s. Thank you, Lynn.
Wings Over The Rockies
This annual event is scheduled for February 15, 2014
Adjournment:
8:35 p.m.
Show and Tell
Rich Jones showed his plans for the B Proto Speed plane by the Northwest airplane club. This is a simple entry
level airplane
Larry Fuehrer showed his plans of the Sterling Waco (sorry I failed to catch which model, there are so many cabin
biplane configurations). He started with the control line version palns and enlarged them for RC. He wants it
to be more true scale by adding all the wing ribs. Ouch!
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NAVY CARRIER AT MAPLETON ?

How neat would it be to have a Navy Carrier deck “permanently” installed at our field at
Mapleton ?
It could be a wood structure about 2’ off the ground with 4x4 legs in sand or concrete buckets. The superstructure would be dimension lumber and the deck OSB or plywood or planks.
Cover with a tarp. Could also be made using pallet material. We could even make carpet
panels and put them in the stunt circle. Maybe store them in one of the sheds.
The idea of just being able to go to Mapleton and fly Carrier is really appealing. The circle
could be left un-mowed requiring very little maintenance, and the structure could be disassembled and moved if necessary. Of course vandalism could be a problem, but you take
your chances in life.
I believe the Landlord might not have any objections if we stressed the impermanence.
I would really like some feedback on this.
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REPORT OF F2C AT DALLAS

A view of the 2013 F2C Team Trials from the greasy end of the lines...
The Denver Team: Lynn Boss, Pilot & Dave Rolley, Mechanic.
Let see, new pilot, 9 engines (in pieces), 5 models (3 unflown), & all
the practice being in Denver. Great! What could go wrong? Let's go!
The models included the two models and engines Charlie and I took to the
2009 TT. The other models were Cobra (all carbon) models and the engines
were some of our old ones with integral head cylinders and a few I had
picked up from eBay for practice engines and parts engines.
Lynn and I had been practicing with the 2009 wooden wing model using an
APC 6.5 x 5.0 prop. As you would expect from Lynn, his takeoffs, flying,
& landings were very good. It seems like I spent more time working with
him on the circle protocols (pit line, segments, & how to get into and
out of the pit) than the flying. And that really paid off. Maybe if I
had done that with Melvin Schuette or Charlie Johnson they wouldn't have
gotten so discouraged in actual racing. Of course, Charlie and I had to
learn those things by trial and error. Plus by getting stomped on in
Europe. Our (Lynn and I) work on the circle at his house made the transition to 2 up racing much easier for Lynn.
Planes:
By the time the contest was over we found out that only 2 of the models
were suitable for racing. The 2009 wooden wing model and one of the the
Cobra models that was brand new when I bought it were the only ones
suitable. The 2009 carbon wing model had some kind of control stiffness
in the air and Lynn felt he had no control when it slowed down. One of
the Cobra models has a Lerner tank in it that was useless. The model
was sold to me as having been used at the 2012 World Championships complete with engine and tank. If that configuration was really used at
the 2012 WC, they never got the engine to start. I've talked to John
Broadhead (Great Britain) and Grant Potter (Australia). They have given
me the information to sort out the tank. The third Cobra had a stripped
out engine mounting bolt position. Even though all three Cobra models
were Profi engine and tank models, none were ready to use as received
and except for the new one, they needed more work than I had time to
give them.
Both the 2009 wooden wing model and the one Cobra model we used had
their moments. Although the engine went hard quickly (12 - 15 laps),
Lynn found himself passing Dave Fischer (Yugov engine model with retractable LG) early in two different races. If I had managed to get the
right amount of DII in the fuel for the conditions, things would have
been different.
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Fuel:
At breakfast on the Saturday morning of the team trials Dick Lambert suggested I
needed at least 1.5% DII for the day. Unfortunately with everything else I had
on my mind, I didn't really comprehend the information he was passing on to me.
Had I followed his suggestion the outcome may have been different. Oh well, live
& learn.
Since the team trials I have gone back to my fuel notes and done some further
research on Cetane improvers and why we are using them. The bad thing is I had
all the information to make the correct decisions. I just didn't have the clear
reasoning to correctly apply it in the situation.
I have been fighting engine settings which seemed easy on the ground but consistently went cold in the air and required what seemed like too much compression
to get the heat in the air.
Discussions with Lance Smith and Mark Elkins (both from Australia) several years
ago led me to believe that I was using too much DII in my fuel (1.5 %). At the
2013 NATS I ran 1.2% with good results and in September I was running 1.0% here
in Denver with very good results. That was the fuel mixture I brought to Dallas.
(Note: a hot day in Denver results in a density altitude in the 9000' - 10000'
MSL range and provides meaningless performance data for the sea level to 3000'
MSL density altitude observed at most locations where racing occurs.)
What I forgot was the relationship between DII and air temperature. The racing
in Dallas was at roughly 55 degrees F for both days.
The result of this analysis is a wonderful generalization. The lower the temperature the higher the DII concentration required. I looks like something in
the range of 1.5% - 1.6% DII would have been about right. BTW, we only talking
about 5ml - 6ml more of DII per liter of mixed fuel.
Engines:
This summer, at the NATS I found the cause for the poor engine performance at
the 2009 TT. There were two things. First, clearance between the intake rotor
and the crankshaft is critical. Second, the rotors are pretty much matched to
the backplate. You can't always swap rotors between engines. You need to move
the rotor and backplate combination. And then the clearance between the rotor
and crankshaft has to be set with backplate gaskets. So on Tuesday night I found
out I needed more backplate gaskets. Easy right? Just fire up the mill and make
some. It has been 3 years since I used the mill. That took a lot longer than I
ever thought it would.
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While reassembling the #1 engine a head bolt broke off in the crankcase. Only
this time I couldn't get it out. Fortunately I had a spare crankcase. Unfortunately it wasn't one that Greg Settle had reworked ceramic bearings. You don't
realize how good Greg's bottom end jobs are until you compare them to a really
good crankcase from the factory and realize the good factory crankcase feels
like it has sand and glue in it by comparison.
On Thursday night and Friday morning, while Lynn installed lines and LG in the
models, I spent the time cleaning and assembling engines. Lots of carbon to
clean off from a lot of running.
The best engine was one of Greg's bottom ends with the arc'd ramp in the rotor.
Once I got the rotor clearance set we were getting 17.9/10 in practice. More
than fast enough to make the team. It would have been faster with the right DII
and wouldn't have gone hard in the race. We ended up with two good engines that
we swapped between models to get the setup we needed.
Flying:
Saturday: We didn't get our fuel until Friday night. No flying until Saturday
morning. I'm not sure it would have helped to fly on Friday. We went expecting
temperatures in the 70s. The reality was temperatures starting in the low to mid
40s. They improved to low 60s by 3pm. But the day's racing was done by 12:30p.
It is the coldest conditions I've ever tried to run a diesel in.
Lynn's first race was with Tom Fluker (Tom FLuker/Dick Lambert). His second was
with Dave Fischer (Dave Fischer/Steve Wilk). His last race of the day was with
Tom again. At the end of the third race Tom told me to give Lynn something
faster, that he was ready for it.
Our first race was 4:34 on the 2009 wooden wing model using an APC 6.5 x 5 prop.
Second race was a DNF. The engine over heated and I couldn't get it back in the
air. However, we came off the ground strong and Lynn was passing Dave until the
engine went hard. A big grin on Lynn's face and a surprise for Dave. Third race
was 4:12 on the wooden wing model and using a FC-13 x 155mm prop.
We went for lunch and came back to set up one of the Cobra models for the next
day. Working through the models and engines to get the right combination of
equipment took until late afternoon. But at the end of the effort we had a model
running 17.9/10 using a FC-13 x 155mm prop. We were getting 1 flip starts and 1
flip pits. Lynn was adjusting to the Cobra model and handling it well. BTW the
wood wing model has 3 quarters for tip weight (leftover from Melvin's and Charlie Johnson's try as a pilot) and the Cobra has no tip weight. The Cobra also is
not as forgiving in the air as the wooden wing model. Lynn did a very good job
in the transition between the models.
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Saturday:
Heat 1: 4:34
Heat 2: DNF (30+ laps)
Heat 3: 4:12
Sunday: The morning temperatures were about the same as Saturday. Maybe a little
colder. I had to use the warmup prop to get the engine started. During practice
I noticed that even holding back, Lynn couldn't get the engine to warm up. So I
added a little compression. Things looked good for our first heat which was also
the first heat of the day.
This time Lynn was matched with Patrick Hemple (Patrick Hemple/Bill Lee). We had
a little wait after our last flight on the practice circle and going to the circle for our heat. I couldn't get the engine started during the warmup. Never a
good sign. When the countdown got to zero I hit the prop and it went through the
glove and my finger tip like a hot knife through butter. I kept flipping until
the other team got 50 laps. I was flinching each time I hit the prop and could
not get any power into the prop. That heat was a DNF.
After the race it was off to patch up my finger and glove. It wasn't a "stitches
needed" kind of cut. Just hurt like all get out and bled like a stuck pig. Got
the bleeding stopped and the blood out of the glove (made the inside of the
glove slippery). With a Band-aid on my finger and electrical tape wrapped on the
glove it was back to the practice circle. Other than needing the warmup prop
again, everything was back to where it needed to be. For the second heat I ran
the engine until we went to the ready area. They were processing us so fast and
going straight to the circle that I wasn't getting the runtime in the processing
area that I'm accustomed to.
The second heat once again had Lynn matched with Dave Fischer. We were off like
gangbusters and again the engine went hard. Lynn brought it in for adjustment
and we were back in the air in short order. Only something had changed. The
model really slowed down. The engine sounded a little hard but was stable so I
let Lynn keep it in the air until the next pit. When I grabbed the model I saw
the problem. The cowling was gone! That heat was a DQ. The aft fuselage is
open on the Cobra models so it acted like a big parachute. I figure the model
was fast enough to cool the engine with the cowling gone even with the much
heavier load. So we had a DNF for that heat and we were out of the running for a
team slot. The cowling was on the ground behind me. I didn't see it come off
and I don't know if it landed there or someone saw it come off, retrieved it,
and placed it there for me.
We withdrew for our 3rd heat and that left 1 heat in the Team Trials for the
third slot. Neither of those teams hit the performance level required for the
third slot.
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Sunday:
Heat 1: DNF (0 laps)
Heat 2: DQ (30+ laps)
Heat 3: WD
Overall:
I'm disappointed we didn't make the team. I think if I had correctly handled
the fuel we would have made the team. Like every TT I've attended I've learned
something that will make a difference in the future.
I'm very pleased with Lynn's performance as my pilot. He did very well and
drew compliments from Fluker/Lambert and Fischer/Wilk as well as the jury. I
really hope he wants to continue with this.
Probably the best thing about the TT was the participation. We drew 6 teams
that were serious about making the team and an additional 4 teams that didn't
really have a chance but came to the TT to support the F2C Team program in the
USA. I don't think that has ever happened before. That made 10 teams total.
The result of the effort by all these folks means that the USA F2C team will
have the opportunity to compete at the WC in 2014, 2016, & 2018. In addition,
the number of teams that participated was enough to ensure some AMA funding
for team expenses for those WC.
It really was a good weekend!
Dave Rolley
Hi Tony,

Dave has done a wonderful write up which he sent to his son Charlie. He describes in detail the ups and downs of the weekend in Dal
more ups than downs. :)
Perhaps he will share part of that letter with you for use in the news letter.

My time there of course was a thrill for me personally. It felt good to get in the ring with extraordinary pilots and experience F2C wit
was very good to me and even though the time we had spent since September was limited, he had me well prepared for the event. Th
were missing was time in an actual 2 or 3 up race. My first F2C race was to be at the USA Team Trials. What can I say.
It was a lot of fun.

Lynn
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